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DisclaimerDisclaimer

While every effort has been made to assure the information provided here is complete While every effort has been made to assure the information provided here is complete 
and accurate; it is not intended to take the place of published rules, statutes or and accurate; it is not intended to take the place of published rules, statutes or 
regulations concerning school bus operations in Minnesota.  The contents may not be regulations concerning school bus operations in Minnesota.  The contents may not be 
relied upon as a substitute for the most current official text or information.relied upon as a substitute for the most current official text or information.

The Minnesota State Patrol and publisher cannot assume any responsibility for omissions, The Minnesota State Patrol and publisher cannot assume any responsibility for omissions, 
errors, misprinting, or ambiguity contained within this publication and shall not be errors, misprinting, or ambiguity contained within this publication and shall not be 
held liable in any degree for any loss or injury caused by such omissions, errors, held liable in any degree for any loss or injury caused by such omissions, errors, held liable in any degree for any loss or injury caused by such omissions, errors, held liable in any degree for any loss or injury caused by such omissions, errors, 
misprinting, or ambiguity presented in this publication.misprinting, or ambiguity presented in this publication.

This publication is designed to provide reasonably accurate and authoritative information This publication is designed to provide reasonably accurate and authoritative information 
in regard to the subject matter covered.  This power point presentation is current to in regard to the subject matter covered.  This power point presentation is current to 
the date of release (9the date of release (9--2009).  It is given with the understanding that the Minnesota 2009).  It is given with the understanding that the Minnesota 
State Patrol is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional service.  If legal State Patrol is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional service.  If legal 
advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent 
professional person should be sought.professional person should be sought.



Type III School Bus TrainingType III School Bus Training

�� This training will provide valuable information for the safe This training will provide valuable information for the safe 

operation of a Type lll school bus. operation of a Type lll school bus. 

�� You should check with your district or bus contractor for You should check with your district or bus contractor for 

specific policies and procedures regarding Type III school specific policies and procedures regarding Type III school 

bus operations to ensure your compliance with applicable bus operations to ensure your compliance with applicable bus operations to ensure your compliance with applicable bus operations to ensure your compliance with applicable 

items. items. 

�� Your individual school district or bus contractor’s policies Your individual school district or bus contractor’s policies 

may be more restrictivemay be more restrictive than the minimum requirements than the minimum requirements 

set forth by the State of Minnesota and must be followed set forth by the State of Minnesota and must be followed 

as directed.as directed.



What are some types of school What are some types of school 

buses?buses?

�� Type A, are restricted to bus with a gross vehicle Type A, are restricted to bus with a gross vehicle 
weight rating of 14,500 lbs. or less.weight rating of 14,500 lbs. or less.

�� Type C, are the most common type of bus used.Type C, are the most common type of bus used.



What are some types of school What are some types of school 

buses?buses?

�� Type D, the engine is in the rear of bus and the Type D, the engine is in the rear of bus and the 

passenger door to the front of the right front passenger door to the front of the right front 

wheel.wheel.



What are some types of school What are some types of school 

buses?buses?

�� Type III school buses are restricted to passenger cars, Type III school buses are restricted to passenger cars, 

station wagons, vans, SUV’s and buses having a station wagons, vans, SUV’s and buses having a 

maximum manufacturer's rated seating capacity of ten maximum manufacturer's rated seating capacity of ten 

or fewer people, including the driver, and a gross or fewer people, including the driver, and a gross or fewer people, including the driver, and a gross or fewer people, including the driver, and a gross 

vehicle weight rating of 10,000 pounds or less.  The vehicle weight rating of 10,000 pounds or less.  The 

vehicle may not be more than twelve years old.vehicle may not be more than twelve years old.



Type School Bus LegislationType School Bus Legislation

�� The specific laws governing Type III School Bus The specific laws governing Type III School Bus 

operations in Minnesota is located under Minnesota operations in Minnesota is located under Minnesota 

Statute 171.02 subdivision 2b.Statute 171.02 subdivision 2b.Statute 171.02 subdivision 2b.Statute 171.02 subdivision 2b.

�� Many other rules, regulations and laws governing Type Many other rules, regulations and laws governing Type 

III school buses are located within different sections of III school buses are located within different sections of 

Minnesota State laws, please consult with your district Minnesota State laws, please consult with your district 

or private contractor for additional information.or private contractor for additional information.



�� At a minimum a Type III school bus driver must receive training At a minimum a Type III school bus driver must receive training 
and instruction in the;and instruction in the;

(1) safe operation of a type III vehicle;(1) safe operation of a type III vehicle;
(2) understanding student behavior, including issues relating to students with (2) understanding student behavior, including issues relating to students with 
disabilities;disabilities;

Type III School Bus LegislationType III School Bus Legislation

171.02 sub. 2b171.02 sub. 2b

disabilities;disabilities;
(3) encouraging orderly conduct of students on the bus and handling (3) encouraging orderly conduct of students on the bus and handling 
incidents of misconduct appropriately;incidents of misconduct appropriately;

(4) knowing and understanding relevant laws, rules of the road, and local (4) knowing and understanding relevant laws, rules of the road, and local 
school bus safety policies;school bus safety policies;

(5) handling emergency situations;(5) handling emergency situations;
(6) proper use of seat belts and child safety restraints;(6) proper use of seat belts and child safety restraints;
(7) performance of pretrip vehicle inspections; and(7) performance of pretrip vehicle inspections; and
(8) safe loading and unloading of students.(8) safe loading and unloading of students.



Training / Qualification FilesTraining / Qualification Files

�� All forms for training / qualifications are available All forms for training / qualifications are available 
online at;online at;

http://www.dps.state.mn.us/patrol/comveh/index.htmhttp://www.dps.state.mn.us/patrol/comveh/index.htm

Click on the school bus link on the left side of the screen. Click on the school bus link on the left side of the screen. 
Then click on the “Type III School Bus Information” Then click on the “Type III School Bus Information” 
link.  link.  



Evaluations RequiredEvaluations Required

�� AnnuallyAnnually the driver of a Type III school bus must receive the driver of a Type III school bus must receive 

training and certification to operate a Type III school training and certification to operate a Type III school 

bus.bus.

�� The certifications are;The certifications are;�� The certifications are;The certifications are;

�� Type III school bus driver behind the wheel evaluationType III school bus driver behind the wheel evaluation

�� Type III school bus driver preType III school bus driver pre--trip evaluationtrip evaluation

�� Type III school bus driver evaluator certificationType III school bus driver evaluator certification



Physical Examination of DriverPhysical Examination of Driver

�� Type III school bus drivers Type III school bus drivers hired solelyhired solely to operate a Type III to operate a Type III 
school bus must submit to a physical examination as school bus must submit to a physical examination as 
required by section 171.321, subdivision 2b (e).required by section 171.321, subdivision 2b (e).

�� IfIf you are required to submit to a physical exam, it is you are required to submit to a physical exam, it is �� IfIf you are required to submit to a physical exam, it is you are required to submit to a physical exam, it is 
recommended you carry your physical examination card recommended you carry your physical examination card 
with you while operating a Type III school bus as this will with you while operating a Type III school bus as this will 
be the only proof of your physical qualification.be the only proof of your physical qualification.



Annual Driver License Status VerificationAnnual Driver License Status Verification
MS 171.02 sub. 2b (g)MS 171.02 sub. 2b (g)

A Type III school bus operators driver license A Type III school bus operators driver license 
must be verified annually by the entity that must be verified annually by the entity that 
owns, leases, or contracts for the Type III owns, leases, or contracts for the Type III owns, leases, or contracts for the Type III owns, leases, or contracts for the Type III 
school bus to ensure the driver meets minimum school bus to ensure the driver meets minimum 
qualifications with a valid license. qualifications with a valid license. 



Disclosure RequirementsDisclosure Requirements
MS 171.02 sub 2b (h), (i), (j), (k)MS 171.02 sub 2b (h), (i), (j), (k)

�� Employee notification requirements to be given to your Employee notification requirements to be given to your 
employer of;employer of;

�� DWIDWI

�� Disqualifying offensesDisqualifying offenses�� Disqualifying offensesDisqualifying offenses

�� Moving violationsMoving violations

�� The employee is required to disclose in writing within The employee is required to disclose in writing within 
ten (10) days of conviction any of the above violations ten (10) days of conviction any of the above violations 
to the employer.to the employer.

�� The disclosure form is available at;The disclosure form is available at;

http://www.dps.state.mn.us/patrol/comveh/schoolbus/pdf/TypeIIISBMovingViolation.pdfhttp://www.dps.state.mn.us/patrol/comveh/schoolbus/pdf/TypeIIISBMovingViolation.pdf



Disqualification Disqualification -- Moving violationsMoving violations

ExampleExample
MS 171.02 sub 2b (h), (i), (j), (k)MS 171.02 sub 2b (h), (i), (j), (k)

A person who sustains a conviction of a moving offense A person who sustains a conviction of a moving offense 
in violation of chapter 169 within three years of the first in violation of chapter 169 within three years of the first 
of three other moving offenses is precluded from of three other moving offenses is precluded from 
operating a Type III school bus operating a Type III school bus for one year from the for one year from the 
date of the last convictiondate of the last conviction..date of the last convictiondate of the last conviction..

Example:    02Example:    02--1010--20082008 SpeedSpeed

1111--2121--20082008 SpeedSpeed

0303--3131--20092009 SpeedSpeed

0909--1010--20092009 Disobey sign Disobey sign (triggering conviction)(triggering conviction)

Loss of Type III driving privileges for one (1) year from the last conviction, Loss of Type III driving privileges for one (1) year from the last conviction, 
eligible for reinstatement 09eligible for reinstatement 09--1111--20102010



Loss of Driving PrivilegesLoss of Driving Privileges

Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)

�� Driver’s of Type III school buses are subject to the Driver’s of Type III school buses are subject to the 
same set of standards adopted for regular school bus same set of standards adopted for regular school bus 
driver’s holding a commercial driver license (CDL) driver’s holding a commercial driver license (CDL) 
with regards to DWI convictions.with regards to DWI convictions.with regards to DWI convictions.with regards to DWI convictions.

�� Convictions of Convictions of anyany DWI laws, including those DWI laws, including those 
occurring in a personal vehicle, will automatically occurring in a personal vehicle, will automatically 
result in a five (5) year disqualification of your Type result in a five (5) year disqualification of your Type 
III school bus driving privilege.III school bus driving privilege.



Controlled Substance and Alcohol TestingControlled Substance and Alcohol Testing
MS 171.02 sub 2b (f)MS 171.02 sub 2b (f)

Type III school bus drivers operating a Type III school Type III school bus drivers operating a Type III school 

bus may be subject to controlled substance / alcohol bus may be subject to controlled substance / alcohol 

testing by your employer if the operator's employer has testing by your employer if the operator's employer has testing by your employer if the operator's employer has testing by your employer if the operator's employer has 

adopted and implemented a policy that provides for adopted and implemented a policy that provides for 

mandatory drug and alcohol testing of applicants for mandatory drug and alcohol testing of applicants for 

operator positions and current operators, in accordance operator positions and current operators, in accordance 

with section 181.951, subdivisions 2, 4, and 5. with section 181.951, subdivisions 2, 4, and 5. 



�� MS 181.951, subdivisions MS 181.951, subdivisions 

�� Sub 2: PreSub 2: Pre--employment testingemployment testing

Controlled Substance and Alcohol TestingControlled Substance and Alcohol Testing
MS 171.02 sub 2b (f)MS 171.02 sub 2b (f)

�� Sub 4: Random testingSub 4: Random testing

�� Sub 5: Reasonable suspicion testingSub 5: Reasonable suspicion testing

�� Post crash / work related vehicle accidentPost crash / work related vehicle accident



Criminal Background InvestigationsCriminal Background Investigations
MS 171.02 sub 2b (d)MS 171.02 sub 2b (d)

All Type III school bus operators are subject to an initial All Type III school bus operators are subject to an initial 
background check or background investigation of the operator background check or background investigation of the operator 
that meets the requirements under section 122A.18, subdivision that meets the requirements under section 122A.18, subdivision 
8,  or 123B.03 for school district employees; section 144.057 or 8,  or 123B.03 for school district employees; section 144.057 or 
chapter 245C for day care employees; or section 171.321, chapter 245C for day care employees; or section 171.321, chapter 245C for day care employees; or section 171.321, chapter 245C for day care employees; or section 171.321, 
subdivision 3, for all other persons operating a type A or Type subdivision 3, for all other persons operating a type A or Type 
III school bus under this subdivision.III school bus under this subdivision.



Personal Cellular Phone Call ProhibitedPersonal Cellular Phone Call Prohibited
MS 169.443 sub 9MS 169.443 sub 9

A school bus driver A school bus driver may notmay not operate a school operate a school 
bus or Type III school bus while bus or Type III school bus while 
communicating over, or otherwise operating, a communicating over, or otherwise operating, a communicating over, or otherwise operating, a communicating over, or otherwise operating, a 
cellular phone cellular phone for personal reasonsfor personal reasons, whether hand, whether hand--
held or hands free, when in motion. This held or hands free, when in motion. This 
includes text messaging.includes text messaging.



Minnesota State Laws and Rules of the RoadMinnesota State Laws and Rules of the Road

�� You must have your driver license in possession while driving.You must have your driver license in possession while driving.

�� You must have a current/signed/completed preYou must have a current/signed/completed pre--trip inspection form in your procession trip inspection form in your procession 
for the current day of operation.for the current day of operation.

�� State law requires you to wear your seat belt at all times when operating the Type III State law requires you to wear your seat belt at all times when operating the Type III 
school bus.school bus.

�� You must signal all turns and lane changes.You must signal all turns and lane changes.

�� You must stop for pedestrians in crosswalks.You must stop for pedestrians in crosswalks.

�� Since you are driving a Type III school bus you are not required to stop at railroad Since you are driving a Type III school bus you are not required to stop at railroad 
crossings, but you must use due caution noncrossings, but you must use due caution non--thethe--less.less.

�� Since you are driving a Type III school bus you are not required to stop at railroad Since you are driving a Type III school bus you are not required to stop at railroad 
crossings, but you must use due caution noncrossings, but you must use due caution non--thethe--less.less.

�� As a driver of a Type III school bus you must operate the vehicle with due care in As a driver of a Type III school bus you must operate the vehicle with due care in 
consideration of traffic and road conditions .  This may require you to drive slower than consideration of traffic and road conditions .  This may require you to drive slower than 
posted speed limits to ensure student safety.posted speed limits to ensure student safety.

�� As the driver of a Type III school bus you are responsible to ensure all required safety As the driver of a Type III school bus you are responsible to ensure all required safety 
equipment is present when transporting students.equipment is present when transporting students.

�� Remember only emergency stops are permitted on interstate highways, if you do need to Remember only emergency stops are permitted on interstate highways, if you do need to 
stop for any another reason, exit the freeway/highway before stopping.stop for any another reason, exit the freeway/highway before stopping.

�� Ensure compliance with local school bus safety policies adopted by your district.Ensure compliance with local school bus safety policies adopted by your district.



Understanding Student ConductUnderstanding Student Conduct

�� Control behavior by communicating the rulesControl behavior by communicating the rules

�� Stay seatedStay seated

�� Stay buckled upStay buckled up

�� Face forwardFace forward

�� Do not distract the driverDo not distract the driver

�� Deal with misconduct byDeal with misconduct by�� Deal with misconduct byDeal with misconduct by

pulling over if necessary,pulling over if necessary,

control the behavior, thencontrol the behavior, then

proceedproceed

�� Contact supervisor if Contact supervisor if 

necessarynecessary

�� Do not allow bad behavior to go unchecked, know your district/company policy and Do not allow bad behavior to go unchecked, know your district/company policy and 
ask for help if necessaryask for help if necessary

�� Always put safety first for all students that ride your Type III school busAlways put safety first for all students that ride your Type III school bus



Students with special needsStudents with special needs

�� Special needs students may not fully understand all the safety rules necessary for a safe ride.Special needs students may not fully understand all the safety rules necessary for a safe ride.

�� Know that if routine is changed some special needs students will not understand and my act out.Know that if routine is changed some special needs students will not understand and my act out.

�� Questions you may have regarding a particular special needs students may best be answered by Questions you may have regarding a particular special needs students may best be answered by 

their parent, guardian, or teacher.their parent, guardian, or teacher.

�� Some special needs students with behavioral disorders may require assigned seats and closer Some special needs students with behavioral disorders may require assigned seats and closer 

attention then most students.attention then most students.

�� Younger students my not say anything Younger students my not say anything 

even though they are having some even though they are having some 

difficulty on the bus.difficulty on the bus.

�� Always check that tieAlways check that tie--down devices aredown devices are

secured, before leaving the studentsecured, before leaving the student

pick up location.pick up location.



Loading and Unloading of StudentsLoading and Unloading of Students
MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (i)MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (i)

Safe loading and unloading of students, including, but not limited Safe loading and unloading of students, including, but not limited 

to: to: 

Utilizing a safe location for loading and unloading students Utilizing a safe location for loading and unloading students Utilizing a safe location for loading and unloading students Utilizing a safe location for loading and unloading students 

at the curb, on the nontraffic side of the roadway, or at offat the curb, on the nontraffic side of the roadway, or at off--

street loading areas, driveways, yards, and other areas to street loading areas, driveways, yards, and other areas to 

enable the student to avoid hazardous conditions; enable the student to avoid hazardous conditions; 



Loading and Unloading of StudentsLoading and Unloading of Students
MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (ii)MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (ii)

Refraining from loading and unloading students in a Refraining from loading and unloading students in a 

vehicular traffic lane, on the shoulder, in a vehicular traffic lane, on the shoulder, in a 

designated turn lane, or a lane adjacent to a designated turn lane, or a lane adjacent to a designated turn lane, or a lane adjacent to a designated turn lane, or a lane adjacent to a 

designated turn lane; designated turn lane; 



Loading and Unloading of StudentsLoading and Unloading of Students
MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (iii)MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (iii)

Avoiding a loading or unloading location that Avoiding a loading or unloading location that 

would require a pupil to cross a road, or ensuring would require a pupil to cross a road, or ensuring 

that the driver or an aide personally escort the that the driver or an aide personally escort the that the driver or an aide personally escort the that the driver or an aide personally escort the 

pupil across the road if it is not reasonably feasible pupil across the road if it is not reasonably feasible 

to avoid such a location; and to avoid such a location; and 



The driver of a Type III school bus The driver of a Type III school bus shallshall place the place the 

transmission  in “park” while loading or unloading transmission  in “park” while loading or unloading 

Loading and Unloading of StudentsLoading and Unloading of Students
MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (iv)MS 171.02 sub. 2b, 8 (iv)

transmission  in “park” while loading or unloading transmission  in “park” while loading or unloading 

of students is occurring.of students is occurring.



Seat Belt RequirementsSeat Belt Requirements
MS169.686MS169.686

�� State law requires seatbelt usage of State law requires seatbelt usage of allall passengers riding in passengers riding in 

the front seat.the front seat.

�� A passenger riding in any seat of a passenger vehicle who A passenger riding in any seat of a passenger vehicle who �� A passenger riding in any seat of a passenger vehicle who A passenger riding in any seat of a passenger vehicle who 

(i) is older than three but not required to be transported in (i) is older than three but not required to be transported in 

a child passenger restraint system under section 169.685, a child passenger restraint system under section 169.685, 

subdivision 5, and (ii) is younger than 11 years of age.subdivision 5, and (ii) is younger than 11 years of age.

�� Check with your district or private carrier concerning any Check with your district or private carrier concerning any 

additional seat belt usage policies.additional seat belt usage policies.



Booster Seat RequirementsBooster Seat Requirements
MS 169.685 sub. 5(a)MS 169.685 sub. 5(a)

Every motor vehicle operator, when transporting a Every motor vehicle operator, when transporting a 
child who is child who is bothboth under the under the age eightage eight and and shorter than shorter than 
four feet  nine inchesfour feet  nine inches on the streets and highways of on the streets and highways of 
this state in a motor vehicle equipped with factorythis state in a motor vehicle equipped with factory--this state in a motor vehicle equipped with factorythis state in a motor vehicle equipped with factory--
installed seat belts, shall equip and install for use in installed seat belts, shall equip and install for use in 
the motor vehicle, according to the manufacturer's the motor vehicle, according to the manufacturer's 
instructions, a child passenger restraint system instructions, a child passenger restraint system 
meeting federal motor vehicle safety standards.meeting federal motor vehicle safety standards.



No motor vehicle operator who is operating a No motor vehicle operator who is operating a 
motor vehicle on the streets and  highways of motor vehicle on the streets and  highways of 
this state may transport a child who is this state may transport a child who is bothboth under under 
the the age of eightage of eight and shorter than and shorter than four feet nine four feet nine 

Booster Seat RequirementsBooster Seat Requirements
MS 169.685 sub. 5(b)MS 169.685 sub. 5(b)

the the age of eightage of eight and shorter than and shorter than four feet nine four feet nine 
inchesinches in a seat of a motor vehicle equipped in a seat of a motor vehicle equipped 
with a factorywith a factory--installed seat belt, unless the child installed seat belt, unless the child 
is properly fastened in the child passenger is properly fastened in the child passenger 
restraint system…restraint system…



Child Safety RestraintsChild Safety Restraints

There are numerous child safety restraint systems There are numerous child safety restraint systems 

being used throughout the industry.  Consult the being used throughout the industry.  Consult the 

manufacturers recommendations or a supervisor for manufacturers recommendations or a supervisor for 

the particular child safety restraint system being the particular child safety restraint system being the particular child safety restraint system being the particular child safety restraint system being 

used by your district or private carrier for proper used by your district or private carrier for proper 

installation and usage.  installation and usage.  



EMERGENCY SITUATIONSEMERGENCY SITUATIONS

�� Plan evacuations for your Type III school busPlan evacuations for your Type III school bus

�� Make sure the students know all the exits and how to use themMake sure the students know all the exits and how to use them

�� Keep a list of contact names and phone numbers in case of a mechanical problemKeep a list of contact names and phone numbers in case of a mechanical problem

�� Make sure all students are dressed for inclement weather in case your Type III school Make sure all students are dressed for inclement weather in case your Type III school 

bus is unable to provide a proper shelter until help arrivesbus is unable to provide a proper shelter until help arrives

�� Plan your route before you leavePlan your route before you leave�� Plan your route before you leavePlan your route before you leave

to avoid an emergency situation to avoid an emergency situation 

�� Make sure that all safety Make sure that all safety 

equipment is available if neededequipment is available if needed



Student conduct and students with special needs surveyStudent conduct and students with special needs survey

1.      The length of time a student with disabilities is transported shall be appropriate to the physical, 1.      The length of time a student with disabilities is transported shall be appropriate to the physical, 

mental and emotional well being of the student? mental and emotional well being of the student? 

TRUETRUE

2.       An IEP is an Instructional education program?2.       An IEP is an Instructional education program?

FALSE, Individual Education PlanFALSE, Individual Education Plan

3.      Student management involves a commitment to working with students to clarify the problems 3.      Student management involves a commitment to working with students to clarify the problems 

and find solutions?and find solutions?and find solutions?and find solutions?

TRUETRUE

4.      Each driver and aide of students with special needs must be a paramedic? 4.      Each driver and aide of students with special needs must be a paramedic? 

FALSEFALSE

5.      Typically speaking , junior high students are the most difficult students to manage?5.      Typically speaking , junior high students are the most difficult students to manage?

TRUETRUE



6.   Reinforcing good behavior is one of the best tools to use in managing student conduct on your 6.   Reinforcing good behavior is one of the best tools to use in managing student conduct on your 
bus? bus? 

TrueTrue

7. 7. Students do not always understand things they say are offensive to other students?Students do not always understand things they say are offensive to other students?

TrueTrue

8. 8. The bus is an extension of the school day?The bus is an extension of the school day?

Student conduct and students with special needs surveyStudent conduct and students with special needs survey

TrueTrue

9. 9. The bus driver can discharge a student anywhere along the route if they are making a disruption The bus driver can discharge a student anywhere along the route if they are making a disruption 
on the bus?on the bus?

FalseFalse

10. Students need to be aware of the reasons why rules exist in order to reassure compliance?10. Students need to be aware of the reasons why rules exist in order to reassure compliance?

TrueTrue



The The 
PrePre--triptripPrePre--triptrip

InspectionInspection



Type III VehiclesType III Vehicles

�� If a Type III vehicle is to be used for transporting If a Type III vehicle is to be used for transporting 
students to and from school or school related students to and from school or school related 
activities, a preactivities, a pre--trip must be performed before the trip must be performed before the 
vehicle starts the pickvehicle starts the pick--ups.ups.

�� (Pre(Pre--trip = check of vehicle components for safety trip = check of vehicle components for safety 
and RECORD ON OFFICIAL FORM THAT STAYS and RECORD ON OFFICIAL FORM THAT STAYS 
WITH THE VEHICLE YOU ARE DRIVING)WITH THE VEHICLE YOU ARE DRIVING)WITH THE VEHICLE YOU ARE DRIVING)WITH THE VEHICLE YOU ARE DRIVING)

�� A Type III vehicle preA Type III vehicle pre--trip will differ from a regular trip will differ from a regular 
school busschool bus

�� But, many of the items checked will be the same or But, many of the items checked will be the same or 
similarsimilar

�� We will cover these items in detail to ensure a safe We will cover these items in detail to ensure a safe 
ride for you and your passenger(s).ride for you and your passenger(s).



PrePre--Trip starts under the hoodTrip starts under the hood



Check OilCheck Oil

�� It is important to check your oil daily It is important to check your oil daily 
before you start your tripbefore you start your trip

�� Most vehicles will have the oil cap Most vehicles will have the oil cap 
clearly markedclearly marked

�� The oil on the stick will indicate if the The oil on the stick will indicate if the 
oil level is lowoil level is low

�� Fill with oil to the designated full line Fill with oil to the designated full line 
if it is lowif it is low

�� Never leave the garage if your oil level Never leave the garage if your oil level 
is low.is low.



Check oil level dailyCheck oil level daily



There are various Type III school buses and the locations There are various Type III school buses and the locations 
the oil filler cap and dip stick may be in different locations.  the oil filler cap and dip stick may be in different locations.  
Consult with a supervisor or shop maintenance personnel Consult with a supervisor or shop maintenance personnel 

for assistance in locating these items.for assistance in locating these items.



Remove the oil dipstick and Remove the oil dipstick and 

check the fluid levelcheck the fluid level



Wipe fluid off, reWipe fluid off, re--insert dipstick insert dipstick 

and look again to determine oil and look again to determine oil 

levellevel



Each Type III will be different but know and learn the Each Type III will be different but know and learn the 

other fluids to be checked under the hood such as the other fluids to be checked under the hood such as the 

brake fluid being pointed out herebrake fluid being pointed out here



PrePre--trip routinetrip routine

�� To ensure a thorough PreTo ensure a thorough Pre--trip inspection is trip inspection is 
completed is to develop a routine.  So, completed is to develop a routine.  So, 
after you are done under the hood we after you are done under the hood we after you are done under the hood we after you are done under the hood we 
recommend you proceed around the recommend you proceed around the 
vehicle in a counter clockwise manner vehicle in a counter clockwise manner 
checking not only the components but checking not only the components but 
also check for body damage and anything also check for body damage and anything 
out of the ordinaryout of the ordinary



Adjust and clean your mirrorsAdjust and clean your mirrors



Check that fuel cap is on and Check that fuel cap is on and 

securesecure



Check that all doors operate Check that all doors operate 

properly and easilyproperly and easily



Check under vehicle for Check under vehicle for 

leaksleaks



Always check tire tread depth, Front Always check tire tread depth, Front 

tires 4/32 inch, rear 2/32 inchtires 4/32 inch, rear 2/32 inch



Many Type III vehicles may not Many Type III vehicles may not 

have dual rear wheelshave dual rear wheels

Edge of coin to Edge of coin to 
top of head 4/32”



Check TiresCheck Tires
�� Irregular tire wear can be spotted early Irregular tire wear can be spotted early 

when tires are checked dailywhen tires are checked daily

�� Blow outs are not only frightening but can Blow outs are not only frightening but can 

also result in loss of vehicle controlalso result in loss of vehicle control

Blow outs can result in accidents, Blow outs can result in accidents, �� Blow outs can result in accidents, Blow outs can result in accidents, 

inconvenience, lost time, & increased costinconvenience, lost time, & increased cost

�� Road calls or Towing are often necessary Road calls or Towing are often necessary 

�� Worn tires create balance and alignment Worn tires create balance and alignment 

issues as well.issues as well.

�� If lug nuts are exposed ensure they are If lug nuts are exposed ensure they are 

tight and secure.tight and secure.



Hub cap covers can be easily removed with a screw Hub cap covers can be easily removed with a screw 
driver or a key as demonstrated here.  Check with driver or a key as demonstrated here.  Check with 
your district or company concerning policies and your district or company concerning policies and 

procedures for hubcap removal procedures for hubcap removal if requiredif required..



Ensure all lug nuts are tight and Ensure all lug nuts are tight and 

secure.secure.



When replacing the hub cap cover When replacing the hub cap cover 
make certain it is securely attachedmake certain it is securely attached



Inside the VehicleInside the VehicleInside the VehicleInside the Vehicle



Check that all Gauges Check that all Gauges 

function correctlyfunction correctly



Inside the VehicleInside the Vehicle

�� Check all gaugesCheck all gauges

�� Check lights and signalsCheck lights and signalsCheck lights and signalsCheck lights and signals

�� Check that wipers operate properlyCheck that wipers operate properly

�� Check that washer fluid operates properlyCheck that washer fluid operates properly

�� Check the hornCheck the horn

�� Check inside mirrors for adjustmentCheck inside mirrors for adjustment

�� Check all lights and signalsCheck all lights and signals

�� Check Brake pressureCheck Brake pressure



When you first start up the When you first start up the 
vehicle the Brake light will vehicle the Brake light will 
come on for a few seconds come on for a few seconds 
and if all is working correctly and if all is working correctly 
it will go out on it’s own.it will go out on it’s own.

When you first start up the 
vehicle the Anti-lock Breaking 
System (ABS) light will come 
on for a few seconds and if all 
is working correctly it will go 
out on it’s own, as will the rest 
of the systems self checks.  

If a indicator light stays on it is an 
indication of a problem with a 
vehicle system and should be 
checked by a qualified Technician



Inside the VehicleInside the Vehicle

�� Check that seat belts operate properlyCheck that seat belts operate properly

�� Check Defrost and Heater fansCheck Defrost and Heater fans

�� Check that windows are cleanCheck that windows are cleanCheck that windows are cleanCheck that windows are clean

�� Check that headlights and tail lights Check that headlights and tail lights 

are lit whenever students are on boardare lit whenever students are on board

�� If you have daytime lights, you will If you have daytime lights, you will 

likely need to turn on the switch to likely need to turn on the switch to 

activate the tail lights. activate the tail lights. 



Inside the VehicleInside the Vehicle

�� Check the lights and signalsCheck the lights and signals

�� Check 4 way flashersCheck 4 way flashers

Check that brake pedal pressure Check that brake pedal pressure �� Check that brake pedal pressure Check that brake pedal pressure 

is presentis present

�� Check all gauges Check all gauges 

�� Check fuel level, at least ½ tankCheck fuel level, at least ½ tank



Inside the VehicleInside the Vehicle

�� Check Defrost and Heater fansCheck Defrost and Heater fans�� Check Defrost and Heater fansCheck Defrost and Heater fans

�� Check steering play, 10 degrees Check steering play, 10 degrees 

either side of center is acceptableeither side of center is acceptable

�� Check for cleanlinessCheck for cleanliness



What if I find something wrong What if I find something wrong 
during the preduring the pre--trip inspection?trip inspection?

Good 
Question?

�� If you discover a mechanical problem during the If you discover a mechanical problem during the 
prepre--trip inspection contact a supervisor or trip inspection contact a supervisor or 
maintenance shop personnel to ensure repairs maintenance shop personnel to ensure repairs 
are made are made prior to operatingprior to operating the Type III the Type III 
school bus.school bus.

Question?



PrePre--trip form must be filled out and trip form must be filled out and 
signedsigned

�� While completing your preWhile completing your pre--trip inspection ensure all items are trip inspection ensure all items are 
checked using your prechecked using your pre--trip inspection report form.  If you discover trip inspection report form.  If you discover 
a missing required inspection return to that item and check it.a missing required inspection return to that item and check it.

�� Contact your supervisor if you don’t find preContact your supervisor if you don’t find pre--trip forms in the school trip forms in the school 
bus or are having difficulty completing it.bus or are having difficulty completing it.bus or are having difficulty completing it.bus or are having difficulty completing it.

�� Remember all Type III’s must have a current, completed, signed Remember all Type III’s must have a current, completed, signed 
prepre--trip form in the vehicle at all times it is being operated. trip form in the vehicle at all times it is being operated. 

�� Not completing a preNot completing a pre--trip form will result in a citation being issued trip form will result in a citation being issued 
by law enforcement to the by law enforcement to the driverdriver of the Type III school bus.of the Type III school bus.



Additional InformationAdditional Information

�� Air bag technology has improved over the Air bag technology has improved over the 
years, however air bags can still present a years, however air bags can still present a 
significant danger to students.significant danger to students.

�� It is recommended students avoid riding in It is recommended students avoid riding in 
the front passenger seat of a Type III school the front passenger seat of a Type III school 
bus until they are bus until they are twelve years of age twelve years of age 
and/or adult sizeand/or adult size

�� Students must never be in the Type III Students must never be in the Type III 
school bus while it is being fueled.  There school bus while it is being fueled.  There 
are are no exceptions to this rule.no exceptions to this rule.



Required Safety Required Safety 

EquipmentEquipment

for Type III school for Type III school for Type III school for Type III school 

busesbuses



Safety EquipmentSafety Equipment

Every Type III Vehicle Must Every Type III Vehicle Must 

Include:Include:

�� First Aid Kit First Aid Kit –– synthetic vinyl gloves (No Latex) synthetic vinyl gloves (No Latex) 

�� Body Fluid Clean up/Spill KitBody Fluid Clean up/Spill Kit

�� Fire Extinguisher, charged and in the green zone Fire Extinguisher, charged and in the green zone �� Fire Extinguisher, charged and in the green zone Fire Extinguisher, charged and in the green zone 
on the indicator on the indicator 

�� TrianglesTriangles--safety warning to other trafficsafety warning to other traffic

�� Seat Belt Cutter Seat Belt Cutter –– while optional, it is a good while optional, it is a good 
practice to carry one and know how it is usedpractice to carry one and know how it is used

�� Ensure that if you use any safety equipment Ensure that if you use any safety equipment youyou

replace it or notify a supervisor to have it replaced.replace it or notify a supervisor to have it replaced.



Know where the safety equipment is stored in Know where the safety equipment is stored in 

your Type III School Bus.  In many cases it your Type III School Bus.  In many cases it 

will be contained in a bag within the vehicle.will be contained in a bag within the vehicle.

Body fluid clean up

Triangles, to be 
placed on roadway 
to warn other 
traffic if you break 
down.

First Aid Kit

Fire extinguisher must be 
fully charged.  Verify this 
by checking the charge 
indication arrow is in the 
green zone.



Emergency Equipment Location Emergency Equipment Location 

Information and School Bus Information and School Bus 

Annual Inspection DecalAnnual Inspection Decal
�� Type III vehicles have limited spaceType III vehicles have limited space

�� Cargo areas differ widely for each vehicleCargo areas differ widely for each vehicle

�� A small sign must be visible in the cab identifying A small sign must be visible in the cab identifying 

where the supplies are located this is usually on where the supplies are located this is usually on where the supplies are located this is usually on where the supplies are located this is usually on 

the the dash area in front of the driverdash area in front of the driver

�� Ensure the Type III school bus has a current Ensure the Type III school bus has a current 

school bus annual inspection decal.school bus annual inspection decal.

State inspection decal



Type III school bus emergency equipment must be Type III school bus emergency equipment must be 
properly secured in the vehicle to prevent movement.  properly secured in the vehicle to prevent movement.  
In this picture the equipment is mounted to the floor In this picture the equipment is mounted to the floor 
in other cases it may be secured in a bag.in other cases it may be secured in a bag.



Be courteous, remember to always Be courteous, remember to always 
leave the Type III school bus clean leave the Type III school bus clean 

after usage.after usage.



Ensuring Children's SafetyEnsuring Children's Safety



Interior CheckInterior Check

�� Some Type III school bus seat backs are Some Type III school bus seat backs are 
high and can hide students and items.  high and can hide students and items.  



Some districts or companies use electronic systems Some districts or companies use electronic systems 
to ensure the driver completes an interior walk to ensure the driver completes an interior walk 

through of the school bus, while others use a  sign through of the school bus, while others use a  sign 
hung in the back window to ensure no students hung in the back window to ensure no students 

are left in the bus.are left in the bus.



Testing your Type lll school  Testing your Type lll school  
bus knowledgebus knowledge

1.       A parent not employed by the school or company can drive a Type 1.       A parent not employed by the school or company can drive a Type llllll school school 
bus and transport students?bus and transport students?
False, you must be a District or Contracted employee.False, you must be a District or Contracted employee.

2.2. A Type A Type llllll school bus driver must complete annual training?school bus driver must complete annual training?
True True True True 

3.3. Part of Type Part of Type llllll school bus training includes understanding student behavior, school bus training includes understanding student behavior, 
including issues relating to students with disabilities?including issues relating to students with disabilities?
True True 

4. 4. Drivers of Type III school buses need not concern themselves with student Drivers of Type III school buses need not concern themselves with student 
conduct and behavior?conduct and behavior?
False, you as the driver are responsible for student control.False, you as the driver are responsible for student control.



5. Drivers of Type lll buses must know and understand emergency 5. Drivers of Type lll buses must know and understand emergency 
procedures to keep students safe?procedures to keep students safe?
True True 

Testing your Type lll school  Testing your Type lll school  
bus knowledgebus knowledge

6.6. It is the students responsible to put on their own seat belts?It is the students responsible to put on their own seat belts?
True, however the driver is responsible to ensure the proper usage.True, however the driver is responsible to ensure the proper usage.

7.7. When picking up students it is ok to have them cross the street to load When picking up students it is ok to have them cross the street to load 
or unload? or unload? 
False, students are only allowed to load and unload in designated areas False, students are only allowed to load and unload in designated areas 
such as parking lots and driveways that are not in traffic lanes.such as parking lots and driveways that are not in traffic lanes.



Testing your Type lll School  Testing your Type lll School  
Bus knowledgeBus knowledge

8.8. When loading and unloading students while driving a Type III school When loading and unloading students while driving a Type III school 
bus you must place the transmission in “Neutral”?bus you must place the transmission in “Neutral”?

False, you must place transmission in PARK.False, you must place transmission in PARK.

9.9. As a driver of a Type III school bus it is OK to have consumed just two  As a driver of a Type III school bus it is OK to have consumed just two  
alcoholic beverages within an hour of driving students?alcoholic beverages within an hour of driving students?alcoholic beverages within an hour of driving students?alcoholic beverages within an hour of driving students?

False False –– you are prohibited from having you are prohibited from having anyany detectible presence of alcohol detectible presence of alcohol 
while operating a school buswhile operating a school bus

10.10.A parking lot or driveway provides a safe location to stop and unload  A parking lot or driveway provides a safe location to stop and unload  
students while driving a Type III school bus?students while driving a Type III school bus?

True, because students do no have to cross a roadway.True, because students do no have to cross a roadway.



This presentation provided a basic This presentation provided a basic 
understanding of the requirements understanding of the requirements 
for a Type III school bus driver.  for a Type III school bus driver.  
Please remember the regulations, Please remember the regulations, 
rules and laws governing school rules and laws governing school rules and laws governing school rules and laws governing school 
bus operations are subject to bus operations are subject to 
change which will require change which will require 
continuing education and updates.continuing education and updates.



Follow your employer’s policy Follow your employer’s policy 
and procedures to verify your and procedures to verify your 
training requirements for Type training requirements for Type 
III school bus training before III school bus training before III school bus training before III school bus training before 
you start driving studentsyou start driving students


